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MarsBoard RK3066 Pro User Manual 

Overview 

The MarsBoard RK3066 Pro is a flexible Designed development board powered by the 

popular Rockchip dual core SOC combining a power dual core ARM Cortex A9 CPU and Quad 

core Mali-400 MP GPU. 

 

The MarsBoard RK3066 Pro consists of a base board and and a CPU module, comes with 

various interfaces like USB, HDMI, CSI, LCD, VGA, Arduino, LAN, UART, SPI, I2C, etc. 

Resources 

1. Rockchip RK3066 

2. 1GB DDR3 SDRAM  

3. 4GB Nand Flash & 

eMMC FLASH 

4. Power management: 

TPS659102 

5. TX indicator LED: for 

debugging 

6. Power indicator LED 

7. 10/100M Ethernet 

PHY: LAN8720A 

8. J3 expansion: 20x2 

pin 1.27MM  

9. J2 expansion: 50x2 

pin 1.27MM  

10. J1 expansion: 50x2 

pin 1.27MM 

 
Figure 1: What's on the CM-RK3066 
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Figure 2: What's on the Base Board 

 

1. ONE-WIRE interface 

2. CPU module connector 

3. CSI camera connector 

4. HDMI connector 

5. ICSP interface 

6. LCD interface 

7. VGA connector 

8. Arduino interface 

9. Micro SD card slot 

10. 3.5mm LINE IN jack 

11. 3.5mm Heardphone jack 

12. DEBUG interface 

13. OTG interface 

14. I2C interface 

15. CPU module expansion header 

16. UART interface 

17. Battery holder 

18. UART (with flow control) interface 

19. SPI interface 

20. IR interface 

21. Power supply 

22. Power input/output 

23. USB connector  

24. LAN connector 

25. Power indicator 

26. FE1.1S  

27. Buzzer  

28. GM7123C  

29. ALC5631  

30. Microphone 

31. User LED 

32. AD button 

33. CP2102 

34. ONE-WIRE jumper 

35. Buzzer jumper 

36. Arduino UART selection jumper 

37. Arduino AD selection jumper 

38. Arduino Port selection jumper 
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Chapter 1: Building & debugging Android environment 

1 Building Android development environment 

SBC-RK3066 provides two versions of Android system images and source codes, and they are 

Android4.2.2 and Android_4.4.2. This document will briefly introduce how to perform image 

image file downloading and source code compiling on SBC-RK3066. For its factory settings, 

the default system is Android_4.4.2 with 1024*600 display resolution. Other versions of 

Android system image image can also be downloaded into SBC-RK3066, as required. 

Notices: The power supply used here is a 5V/2A power adapter.  

1.1 Getting Android firmware resource 

You can get Android firmware resource from:  

 

MarsBoard_RK3066_PX2_Android_4.4.2_HDMI_720P_Nand_V1.0.img 

Firmware description: MarsBoard RK3066 has a preinstalled system which is supporting 

7inch LCD HY070CTP-HD screen on its delivery. If there is a necessary to apply an 

external HDMI displayer, you should rewrite this image to the board. 

 

MarsBoard_RK3066_PX2_Android_4.4.2_LCD_HY070CTP-HD_1024x600_Nand_V1.0.img 

Firmware description: MarsBoard RK3066 comes with a system image for working with 

the HY070CTP-HD LCD with 1024*600 display resolution. 

 

RKBatchTool-MarsBoard_RK3066_Box_Android_4.2.2_HDMI_1080P_V1.0.img 

Firmware description: If you want to apply Android 4.2.2 and an external HDMI 

displayer, please rewrite this image to your board.  

 

For more information about Android system customization, please refer to Section 3: 

Android source code compiling of this chapter.  

1.2 Programming firmware file 

MarsBoard RK3066 has a preinstalled system which is supporting 7inch LCD HY070CTP-HD 

screen on its delivery. If there is a necessary to apply an external HDMI displayer, or reinstall 

the system, please read the following steps carefully. And if not, please skip to Section 2: 

Android system functional debugging of this chapter.  

 

1) Connect to your PC via a MicroUSB cable, and press the button VOL+, then wait 

for the dialog box “Found New Hardware” appears on the PC. Figure 3 shows the 

http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/android/MarsBoard_RK3066_PX2_Android_4.4.2_HDMI_720P_Nand_V1.0.img.7z
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/android/MarsBoard_RK3066_PX2_Android_4.4.2_LCD_HY070CTP-HD_1024x600_Nand_V1.0.img.7z
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/android/old/RKBatchTool-MarsBoard_RK3066_Box_Android_4.2.2_HDMI_1080P_V1.0.img
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positions of the USB port and the button VOL+ respectively. 

 
Figure 3: Connecting to a PC via a MicroUSB cable 

 

2) Install a Rockchip Driver Assistant software (Release_DriverAssitant\ 

DriverInstall.exe). 

3) After successful installation, you can find out relative information in the Computer 

Management interface on your PC, as Figure 4 shows.  

 

Figure 4: Checking information on Computer Management 

 

4) Unzip the AndroidTool_Release_v2.1 to the D disk of your PC (Windows OS). 
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5) Open AndroidTool_Release_v2.1\AndroidTool_Release\AndroidTool.exe 

And you can see the operation interface of AndroidTool_Release_v2.1, as Figure 5 

shows.  

 

Figure 5: AndroidTool operation interface 

 

6) Unzip the downloaded package 

MarsBoard_RK3066_PX2_Android_4.4.2_HDMI_720P_Nand_V1.0.img.7z 

7) Start AndroidTool.exe, and click the button Firmware under the option Upgrade 

Firmware to choice the firmware you need. Then, click the button Upgrade to 

upgrade the firmware on your board. 

 

Figure 6: Upgrading the firmware 

Notices: It may take a little long time to download the firmware, so please be 

patient. 

 

8) The information marked with a red box in the Figure 7 indicates that firmware 

downloading is completed. 
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Figure 7: completing download  
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2 Android system functional debugging 

2.1 LCD & touch screen testing 

1) Firstly, disconnect power supply, and connect the CTP_RGB interface of 

SBC-RK3066 to the RGB interface of LCD screen via a LCD flat cable, as Figure 8 

shows. 

 
Figure 8: LCD hardware connection 

 

2) Then, power up SBC-RK3066. Normally, you can find that the Android system will 

start up properly and corresponding OS interface will be shown up in the LCD. 

3) Click any APP image shown on the screen to make sure the APPs can run. 
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Figure 9: Android system interface 

2.2 Audio testing 

1) Download Google Music Player or other music player; 

2) Download an audio file into the development board; 

 

Figure 10: Downloading music into the development board 

3) Find out the downloaded music file, and start the Google Music Player to play the 

music; 
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Figure 11: Audio testing 

 

4) Insert an earphone to the PHONE interface on the development board in order to 

listen to music. 

2.3 MIC testing 

1) Start the SoundRecorder APP in the Android system; 

2) Click this APP to begin recording your message. The pointer shown in the APP will 

keep swinging when you are speaking to the microphone. 

 

Figure 12: MIC testing 
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2.4 LINE IN testing 

1) Connect the audio device with a LINE OUT interface, such as a CD player, to the 

LINE IN interface of the development board via an audio cable; 

2) Start the SoundRecorder APP in the Android system; 

3) Click this APP to begin recording. You will find that the pointer shown in the APP 

will keep swinging when the connected audio device is outputting audio signal via 

its LINE OUT interface, as Figure 12 shows. 

2.5 Video testing 

1) Download a video player. Here we take MX Player as an example; 

 

Figure 13: Playing video file with MX Player 

 

2) Download a video file (The format of this video file should be supported by MX 

Player); 

3) Find out this video file, and open it with MX Player. 

2.6 USB camera testing 

1) Connect with a USB camera; 

2) Start the Camera of the Android system; 

3) Images captured by the camera will be displayed in the screen. 
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Figure 14: USB camera testing 

 

2.7 Wired network testing 

1) Connect the network cable to the LAN interface of the development board; 

2) Double click the Settings icon of the Android system; 

3) Set the option Ethernet to ON; 

4) Open the Brower of the Android system; 

5) You can surf the Internet with the browser of the Android system normally. 

 

Figure 15: Surfing the Internet with the browser of the Android system 
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2.8 USBWIFI testing 

1) Connect the USBWIFI to the USB interface of the development board 

2) Double click the Settings icon of the Android system; 

3) Set the option Wi-Fi to ON; 

4) Search for available WIFI hotspots; 

 

 

Figure 16: Connecting to an available Wi-Fi hotspot 

 

5) Open the Brower of the Android system; 

6) You can surf the Internet with the browser of the Android system normally, as 

Figure 15 shows. 

2.9 SD card testing 

1) Insert a Micro TF card into the SD CARD interface of the development board; 

2) Open the Explorer icon in the Android system; 

3) Click the option SD Card to check the content of the inserted SD card. 
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Figure 17: Checking the inserted SD card content with Explorer 

 

2.10 USB HUB testing 

Connecting the development board with different devices, such as mouse, keyboard, 

USBWIFI, USB camera, the development board will identify them if it is working 

properly. 

Notices: It is not commanded to connect with a mobile HDD, since power shortage 

may cause the mobile HDD damage. 
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3 Android source code compiling 

This section is specially aimed at users who need to customize their Android system. You can 

skip to next section, if it is not really needed.  

3.1 Getting Android source code resource  

You can get Android source code resource from 
MarsBoard-RK3066-PX2-Android-4.4.2-SDK.tar.gz 

MarsBoard_RK3066_Box_Android_4.2.2_SDK_V1.0.tar.gz 

MarsBoard_RK3066_Tablet_Android_4.1.1_SDK_V1.0.tar.gz 

  

Notices: 

 The steps of compiling source code of different Android systems are the same, 

expect for the kernel configuration files to be downloaded.  

 The compiling environment is ubuntu12.04 (Desktop version); 

 Please make sure you have root privilege on compiling. 

3.2 Android source code compile steps 

1) Build a new folder under the ubuntu system on your PC;  

#mkdir waveshareRK3066 

2) Copy the source code into the directory of waveshareRK3066, and unzip the 

source code; 

# tar xvf MarsBoard-RK3066-PX2-Android-4.4.2-SDK.tar.gz 

3) Compile the Android kernel source code (Linux kernel); 

#cd /MarsBoard-RK3066-PX2-Android-4.4.2-SDK/ kernel 

#make marsboard_rk3066_px2_hy070ctp_hd_defconfig 

#make kernel.img 

4) Compile the Android source code; 

#cd .. 

#source build/envsetup.sh 

# lunch marsboard-eng 

#make -j4 

5) Generate image image file. 

#./mkimage.sh 

#cp kernel/kernel.img rockdev/Image 

#cd rockdev/Image 

#ls 

 

 After completing the steps above, you can find the compiled Android image image 

file is downloadable.  

http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/android_source_code/MarsBoard-RK3066-PX2-Android-4.4.2-SDK.tar.gz
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/android_source_code/MarsBoard_RK3066_Box_Android_4.2.2_SDK_V1.0.tar.gz
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/android_source_code/MarsBoard_RK3066_Tablet_Android_4.1.1_SDK_V1.0.tar.gz
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3.3 Android source code downloading steps 

1) Unzip the AndroidTool_Release_v2.1 to the D disk of your PC (Windows OS). 

2) Open AndroidTool_Release_v2.1\AndroidTool_Release\AndroidTool.exe 

And you can see the operation interface of AndroidTool_Release_v2.1, as Figure 

18 shows. 

 

Figure 18: AdroidTool operation interface 

 

3) Copy the image image file (rockdev\Image) in the kernel source code to 

AndroidTool_Release_v2.1 \rockdev\Image. 

4) Select the file to be downloaded, as Figure 19 shows. And click the button Run 

to start downloading. 
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Figure 19: Click the button Run to start downloading 

 

5) The information marked with a red box in the Figure 20 indicates that file 

downloading is completed. 

 

Figure 20: File downloading completed 
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4 Android firmware upgrading 

AndroidTool is provided with Android firmware upgrading function. User can package many 

files into a firmware for mass production. 

4.1 How to upgrade firmware 

1) Unzip AndroidTool_Release_v2.1.7z with the software winRAR under Windows; 

2) Run a CMD command on your PC to enter MS-DOS (Windows XP) or Command 

Prompt (Windows 7 or higher version OS), and run the batch script mkupdate.bat.  

In this example, we place the folders under D: disk, so the command we used is as 

followed: 

D: 

cd \AndroidTool_Release_v2.1\rockdev 

mkupdate.bat 

And the performance is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: Performing mkupdate.bat 
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Figure 22: Generating firmware successfully 

 

3) After completing the command, you will find that a new firmware update.img is 

generated at the folder AndroidTool_Release_v2.1\rockdev; 

4) The burning methods of upgrade firmware and image image file are similar. Please 

follow the processes below: 

Start AndroidTool.exe, and click the button Firmware under the option Upgrade 

Firmware to choice the firmware you need. Then, click the button Upgrade to 

upgrade the firmware on your board. 

 

Figure 23: Upgrading firmware 

 

Notices: It may take a little long time to download the firmware, so please be 

patient. 

 

4.2 Unpacking upgrade firmware 

1) Locate the directory of AndroidTool_Release_v2.1\rockdev under MS-DOS 

(Windows XP) or Command Prompt (Windows 7 or higher version OS), and unpack 

the file update.img by running the command: 

RKImageMaker.exe -unpack ./update.img ./ 
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After unpacking the file update.img, you will see two files: boot.bin and 

firmware.img. 

 

Figure 24: unpacking update.img 

 

2) Unpack firmware.img by running the command: 

AFPTool.exe -unpack firmware.img ./ 

 

Figure 25: Unpacking firmware.img 

 

The unpacked file will be stored under the directory of 

AndroidTool_Release_v2.1\rockdev\Image. 

 

3) For more detailed information, please refer to the documents listed below: 

 Android firmware generation user manual 

 Android development tool manual 

 Rockchip Parameter File Format 

 Rockchip Image package tool specification  
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Chapter 2: Linux environment building and debugging 

1 Linux development environment building 

SBC-RK3066 provides the firmware of Ubuntu Trusty 14.04 LTS LXDE Desktop. This document 

will briefly introduce how to get this firmware and how to perform source code compiling on 

SBC-RK3066. For its factory settings, the default system is Android_4.4.2 with 1024*600 

display resolution. Other versions of Android system image image can also be downloaded 

into SBC-RK3066, as required. 

Notices: The power supply used here is a 5V/2A power adapter. 

1.1 Getting Linux firmware resource 

You can get Linux firmware resource from: 

 

MarsBoard_SBC-RK3066_Ubuntu_Trusty_14.04_LTS_LXDE_Desktop_HDMI_720P_Nand

_V2.0.img 

Firmware description: This firmware is applicable to the Ubuntu system with external 

HDMI displayer. 

 

MarsBoard_SBC-RK3066_Ubuntu_Trusty_14.04_LTS_LXDE_Desktop_LCD_HY070CTP-H

D_1024x600_Nand_V2.0.img 

Firmware description: This firmware is applicable to the Ubuntu system when 

SBC-RK3066 connects to a HY070CTP-HD LCD with 1024x600 display resolution. 

 

1.2 Programming image image file 

1) Connect to your PC via a MicroUSB cable, and press the button VOL+, then wait 

for the dialog box “Found New Hardware” appears on the PC. 

http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/ubuntu/MarsBoard_RK3066_Ubuntu_Trusty_14.04_LTS_LXDE_Desktop_HDMI_720P_Nand_V2.0.img.7z
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/ubuntu/MarsBoard_RK3066_Ubuntu_Trusty_14.04_LTS_LXDE_Desktop_HDMI_720P_Nand_V2.0.img.7z
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/ubuntu/MarsBoard_RK3066_Ubuntu_Trusty_14.04_LTS_LXDE_Desktop_LCD_HY070CTP-HD_1024x600_Nand_V2.0.img.7z
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/ubuntu/MarsBoard_RK3066_Ubuntu_Trusty_14.04_LTS_LXDE_Desktop_LCD_HY070CTP-HD_1024x600_Nand_V2.0.img.7z
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Figure 26: Connecting to a PC via a MicroUSB cable 

 

2) Install a Rockchip Driver Assistant software (Release_DriverAssitant\ 

DriverInstall.exe). 

3) After successful installation, you can find out relative information in the Computer 

Management interface on your PC, as Figure 27 shows. 

 

Figure 27: Checking information on Computer Management 

 

4) Use winRAR to execute AndroidTool_Release_v2.1.7z 

5) Run \AndroidTool_Release_v2.1\AndroidTool_Release\ AndroidTool.exe 
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Figure 28: AndroidTool operation interface 

 

6) Unpack image image file: 

MarsBoard_SBC-RK3066_Ubuntu_Trusty_14.04_LTS_LXDE_Desktop_HDMI_720P_

Nand_V2.0.img.7z 

Click the button Firmware under the option Upgrade Firmware to choice the 

firmware you need. Then, click the button Upgrade to upgrade the firmware on 

your board. 

 

Figure 29: Firmware download successful 

 

You can go to the websites listed below to find out relative information about how 

to modify the parameters marked with the red box in the Figure 30.  

 http://www.hotmcu.com/wiki/RK3066_update.img 

http://www.hotmcu.com/wiki/How_to_make_a_update.img_booting_from_SD_C

ard_or_Nand 

And you can also refer to relative development documents: 

http://www.hotmcu.com/wiki/RK3066_update.img
http://www.hotmcu.com/wiki/How_to_make_a_update.img_booting_from_SD_Card_or_Nand
http://www.hotmcu.com/wiki/How_to_make_a_update.img_booting_from_SD_Card_or_Nand
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 Android firmware generation user manual 

 Android development tool manual 

 Rockchip Parameter File Format 

 Rockchip Image package tool specification. 

 

Figure 30: Modifying AndroidTool parameters 

 

7) Click the button Run to start downloading (you can download one of these files as 

well). 

8) Notices: In case of a download error, please click the button Run again to restart 

downloading. If the problem is still, please disconnect USB OTG for a few seconds 

and plug it back to retry. 

2 Linux system functional debugging 

2.1 Controlling SBC-RK3066 via SSH on your PC 

1) Connect SBC-RK3066 with power adapter, mouse, keyboard, and PC displayer or 

LCD displayer (both HDMI and VGA are available). 

2) Connect SBC-RK3066 and PC to a same router. Please make sure your PC and 

SBC-RK3066 can find each other in a same LAN, before performing the steps listed 

below.  
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Figure 31: Connecting SBC-RK3066 to router 

 

3) Enter SBC-RK3066 login screen, and input the password: marsboard (The inputted 

password will not be shown in characters. When finishing password input, you 

should press Carriage Return to confirm it). 

4) Enter ubuntu desktop of SBC-RK3066, and press the keys Ctrl+Alt+T to enter the 

terminal. 

5) Input the command ifconfig to get the IP address of SBC-RK3066. In this example, 

the IP address is 192.168.1.108 (inet addr: 192.168.1.108). 
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Figure 32: Getting the IP address of SBC-RK3066  

6) Start PuTTY software on your PC. 

7) Input the IP address of the development board, and select the option SSH, then, 

click the button Open. 

 
Figure 33: Starting PuTTY software on your PC 
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8) When connection is successful, you can control SBC-RK3066 on your PC. After 

login, you should enter Account Name: marsboard, and Password: marsboard, and 

press Carriage Return to confirm it. 

 
Figure 34: Login SBC-RK3066 via SSH 

 

9) Input the following command to open root privilege: 

sudo –s 

And enter password: marsboard (The inputted password will not be shown in 

characters. When finishing password input, you should press Carriage Return to 

confirm it). 
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Figure 35: Open root privilege  

 

Notices: The processes of the tests listed below are operated via SSH, unless 

otherwise specified. 

2.2 LED testing 

1) Please make sure four LED JMPs are shorted by jumper caps. 

2) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

test_led 

3) The LED indicator on SBC-RK3066 will be flickering and changing in different 

frequency. 

2.3 PWM testing 

1) Please make sure the BUZ JMP is shorted by a jumper cap. 

2) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

test_pwm1 

3) Enter different values to adjust PWM signal pulse width. 

4) You can hear the buzzer making different sound. 
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Figure 36: PWM testing 

 

5) Press the keys Ctrl+C to finish the testing. 

2.4 DS18B20 testing 

1) Please make sure the ONE-WIRE JMP is shorted by a jumper cap.  

2) Connect a temperature sensor ds18b20 to the ONE-WIRE interface. 

3) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

test_ds18b20 

4) The terminal will display the information of current ambient temperature. 

 

Figure 37: DS18B20 testing 

 

5) Press the keys Ctrl+C to finish the testing. 

 

2.5 RTC testing 

1) Please make sure the RTC is shorted by a jumper cap. 

Notices: In this operation, please connect the development board with a button 

battery to save time data when power is off.  

2) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

date      Read the system time 

date 060309302014.23  Set the system time 
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hwclock -w -f /dev/rtc0  Set the RTC hardware time 

hwclock -r -f /dev/rtc0  Read the time data from RTC module 

hwclock -s -f /dev/rtc0  Synchronize RTC module time to system time 

 

Figure 38: RTC testing 

 

3) Press the keys Ctrl+C to finish the testing. 

2.6 GPS testing 

1) Connect UART GPS NEO-7M module to UART3 interface. 

2) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

test_gps  ttyS3 

3) The terminal will display the position state, and longitude and latitude position 

information. 

 
Figure 39: GPS testing 

4) Press the keys Ctrl+C to finish the testing. 

2.7 MAG3110 testing 

1) Connect MAG3110 Board to I2C0 interface. 

2) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

test_mag3110_i2c0 

http://192.168.1.49/shop/UART-GPS-NEO-6M.htm
http://192.168.1.49/shop/MAG3110-Board.htm
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3) Connect a rotation sensor to SBC-RK306 for parameter calibration. The terminal 

will obtain and display relative information of the earth magnetic field. 

 
Figure 40: MAG3110 testing 

 

4) Press the keys Ctrl+C to finish the testing. 

2.8 AT45DB E2PROM testing 

1) Connect AT45DBXX DataFlash Board to SPI0 interface; 

2) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

test_at45db 

3) The terminal will display the written-in and read-out data respectively. 

 
Figure 41: AT45DB E2PROM testing 

 

4) Press the keys Ctrl+C to finish the testing. 
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2.9 RS485 data transmission and receive testing  

1) Connect two RS485 Boards to UART0 and UART3 interfaces of SBC-RK306 

respectively, and connect the interfaces A and B properly with jumper wires.  

2) Open two terminals (both of them are accessed via network), and enter the 

command: 

cd /home/marsboard/API/test_rs485_uart0 

./test_485_0 -d /dev/ttyS0 -b 115200 

cd /home/marsboard/API/test_rs485_uart3 

./test_485_3 -d /dev/ttyS3 -b 115200 

3) Select corresponding functions according to the hints, so that one terminal can be 

used to transmit data and the other one can receive data.  

4) Check the data transmission terminal and data receive terminal respectively.  

 The data transmission terminal: 

 

Figure 42: RS485 data transmission terminal 

 

 The data receive terminal: 
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Figure 43: RS485 data receive terminal 

 

2.10 USB CAMERA testing 

1) Connect a USB Camera to the USB Host interface of SBC-RK306, and insert a 

network cable to go on the Internet. 

2) Input the following command to check the IP address: 

ifconfig eth0 

 

Figure 44: USB CAMERA testing 

 

In this example, you can see that the IP address is 192.1681.107. 

3) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 
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cd  /home/marsboard/API/mjpg-streamer 

./start.sh 

Open the browser on a PC connected to LAN, and enter the IP address:  

http://192.168.1.107:8080/javascript.html 
 

Notices: The IP address inputted in the browser can be modified according to 

actual requirement, since it should be consistent with the IP address of 

SBC-RK306.  

4) You can see the video streaming uploaded from SBC-RK306 which is serviced as a 

Web server. 

 
Figure 45: USB CAMERA testing 

 

5) Press the keys Ctrl+C to finish the testing. 

2.11 USB Wi-Fi testing  

1) Connect a USB wireless network card to SBC-RK306. Enter the terminal of 

SBC-RK306, and input corresponding command: 

2) Input the following command to check network status: 

ifconfig -a 
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Figure 46: Checking network status 

If the USB wireless network card is driven successfully, you can find out the 

information about the wlanx network node in the terminal. 

3) Input the following command to connect to Wi-Fi hotspot: 

iwlist wlan0 scanning 

 
Figure 47: Connecting to Wi-Fi hotspot 
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4) Connect to a hotspot (WaveshareNet is a hotspot name. However, it can be 

modified as required)： 

a) Disable the wired network: 

wpa_cli -p/var/run/wpa_supplicant remove_network 0  

b) Search hotspots: 

wpa_cli -p/var/run/wpa_supplicant ap_scan 1  

c) Add new hotspot: 

wpa_cli -p/var/run/wpa_supplicant add_network  

d) Configure the SSDI of the connected hotspot: 

wpa_cli -p/var/run/wpa_supplicant set_network 0 ssid '"WaveshareNet"' 

e) Set a hotspot password (modified as required): 

wpa_cli -p/var/run/wpa_supplicant set_network 0 psk '"12345678"' 

f) Set the hotspot as preferred network: 

wpa_cli -p/var/run/wpa_supplicant select_network 0 

g) Set the IP address and subnet mask of SBC-RK306: 

ifconfig wlan0 192.168.1.196 netmask 255.255.255.0 

h) Set the default gateway: 

route add default gw 192.168.1.1 

5) To test the network status, enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

ping www.wvshare.com 

Now, you can check the network connection state. 

Notices: 

 Please make sure the website you ping is accessible by your PC. If the website 

you ping is not reachable, it may be because you forget pulling out your 

network cable. 

 The wireless network can be configured by executing the command 

net_connect_config.sh of /home/marsboard/API/. However, you should 

modify some parameters, such as the device number of wireless network, SID, 

PSK and so on. 

cd /home/marsboard/API 

./net_connect_config.sh 

2.12 USB HUB testing 

1) Connecting the development board with different devices, such as mouse, 

keyboard, USBWIFI, USB camera via its USB interfaces. 

2) The system will identify them if it is working properly. 

Notices: It is not commanded to connect a mobile HDD to USB interface, since the 

mobile HDD is easy to be damaged under this condition.  

2.13 SD card testing 

1) Insert SD card 

http://www.wvshare.com/
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2) Enter the terminal of SBC-RK306, and input: 

cd /media/marsboard/D678-00FB 

 
Figure 48: Positioning to a SD card 

 

You can check the content of the SD card by Is command: 

ls 

 

Figure 49: Checking the content of a SD card 

3) Copy the content of the SD card by cp command: 

cp /media/marsboard/D678-00FB/ /home/marsboard/API/ -rf 

ls 

 

Figure 50: Copying the content of a SD card 

 

4) A successful copy means SD card testing is successful as well. 

3 Linux kernel compiling  

This section is specially aimed at users who need to customize their Linux system. You can 

skip to next section, if it is not really needed.  

http://dict.youdao.com/search?q=duplicate&keyfrom=E2Ctranslation
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3.1 Getting Linux source code resource 

Please make sure you has installed a Linux system on your PC for Linux compiling.  

1) To upgrade and download the necessary packages, Enter the terminal of 

SBC-RK306, and input the command: 

sudo apt-get install git-core gnupg flex bison gperf libsdl-dev libesd0-dev 

libwxgtk2.8-dev build-essential zip curl libncurses5-dev zlib1g-dev ia32-libs 

lib32z1-dev lib32ncurses5-dev gcc-multilib g++-multilib sharutils lzop 

2) Click here to download image image file for testing 

3) Click here to download source code 

 

Notices: The processes of the tests listed below are operated on ubuntu12.04 

system (PC version), unless otherwise specified. 

3.2 Linux kernel compiling 

1) Unpack the source code:  

unzip rockchip-marsboard-rk3066-linux-3.0.8-master.zip 

2) Compile SD card recovery mode to start kernel: 

./build_marsboard_rk3066_recovery_sdcard 

3) Compile SD card to start kernel: 

./build_marsboard_rk3066_sdcard 

4) Compile Nand to start kernel: 

./build_marsboard_rk3066_mtd 

5) Each time you run the script above, the system will clear up the kernel and 

recompile the script. Furthermore, all the relative code in the kernel will be 

recompiled as well, so it may take a long time. To solute this problem, you should 

modify the script: 

Take the script build_marsboard_rk3066_mtd for example. 

vim build_marsboard_rk3066_mtd 

You may need to add some comments to the 3rd line and the 7th line of this script 

(It is easy to add comments by adding the symbol # before the corresponding line).  

#make mrproper 

#ARCH=arm CROSS_COMPILE=../toolchain/arm-eabi-4.6/bin/arm-eabi-make marsboard_rk3066_mtd_defconfig  

 After completing the steps above, you can find the compiled Android image 

image file is downloadable. 

 

Notices: In case of linux/in_route.h: No such file or directory error on kernel 

compiling, you should copy relative source code in_route.h to the root directory 

of kernel source code and the directory of include/linux. Because the lost of 

in_route.h may cause this error. 

http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/ubuntu/
http://www.haoyuelectronics.com/service/RK3066/Images/ubuntu/
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3.3 How to upgrade firmware 

4 AndroidTool is provided with Android firmware upgrading function. User can package many 

files into a firmware for mass production. 

 

1) Download the tool rk-tools.zip 

2) Unzip to ubuntu system 

unzip rockchip-pack-tools-master.zip 

cd rockchip-pack-tools-master 

sudo apt-get install libssl-dev libcrypto++-dev 

3) Copy the files to be packed into a firmware under the directory of mkupdate.sh 

(For example:./RK3066/rockchip-pack-tools/linux) 

4) Enter the following command under shell terminal: 

./ mkupdate.sh 

5) The file update.img will be generated under this directory. 

6) The burning methods for upgrading firmware and image are similar. Please follow 

the processes below: 

Start AndroidTool.exe, and click the button Firmware under the option Upgrade 

Firmware to choice the firmware you need. Then, click the button Upgrade to 

upgrade the firmware on your board. 

Notices: It may take a little long time to download the firmware, so please be 

patient. 

https://github.com/powermcu/rockchip-pack-tools
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